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Introduction
Professional framers are typically handed artwork by their
clients where the print dimensions are not equal to the
requested frame dimensions, hence, they must resort to
various adhesive/alignment methods like corner mounting,
hinge mounting, dry mounting, etc., in order to satisfy their
customers’ chosen framing requirements. The Aardenburg
adhesive‑free picture framing approach begins at the
printmaking step, and relies on preplanning for what margins
are desired in the finished piece. These printed margins fulfill
the adhesive‑free alignment of all the components in the
chosen picture frame.

This article describes the adhesive‑free framing method I have
been using at Aardenburg Imaging & Archives for several years
with excellent results. It adheres to the important museum
conservation principle of being a fully reversible procedure
(i.e., the artwork is not physically altered by the framing
method). It also follows a traditional glazed picture frame
approach that has admittedly fallen somewhat out of favor in
recent years as more photographers choose to display their
prints with no glazing whatsoever.
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That said, if you like the look of traditionally framed prints and
photographs and can control the final size and margin
dimensions of your artwork, either by doing it yourself or by
working with a print lab to help you size your artwork to your
custom specifications, then this fully reversible and
adhesive‑free approach is well worth considering. It’s a real
time‑saver if you are doing the framing yourself, and it reduces
the chances that the artwork will bow or cockle over time,
albeit large temperature and humidity cycles can ultimately
damage any works of art on paper no matter what matting and
mounting techniques are performed.

Technique
The Technique section in this article gives you schematics
showing how all the components are assembled. One
schematic illustrates wide margin prints for use with a
traditional overmat, while the second schematic shows a
method for borderless prints intended to be displayed under
glazing without an overmat.

Featured Artists
With more than a little help from my friends, numerous real
world examples are shown, both matted and borderless, of
prints framed using the Aardenburg adhesive‑free method. As
noted before, I have been framing prints successfully with this
method and monitoring their ongoing condition for several
years, but I have also freely shared my approach with a couple
of photographer friends of mine, Dirk Hobman and Jordan D.
Lewis. They have successfully implemented it in their work as
well and have kindly shared with me some examples of their
adhesive‑free framing projects. Dirk has even taken it to new
levels of size and scale beyond what I’ve made personally.

Materials & Properties
This section discusses material choice considerations and also
the microclimate properties which enable the Aardenburg
adhesive‑free method to work safely even while bucking some
conventional wisdom about archival framing best practices.

Workflow
A photo essay is presented. It documents a recent project I
completed with the wide margin adhesive‑free framing
method used in conjunction with a conventional wooden
picture frame and a custom 8-ply overmat.

Mark McCormick-Goodhart

Director, Aardenburg Imaging & Archives
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Aardenburg Adhesive-Free Picture Framing

TECHNIQUE

how it works

SCHEMATICS

Aardenburg Imaging
MATTED
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Assembly

(Optional)
Framing points or strainer installed to
secure the assembly after backer board added.

(Foamcore or Coroplast®)

1/16 or 3/32 PE foam, oversized, trimmed to fit after
backer board and framing points or strainer are added.

2 or 4 ply. The mount board increases the moisture
buffering capacity of the framed print microclimate.
Print with margins to match dimensions of the
backer board, mount board, overmat, and glazing.

Dust
Cover
Framing
Points
Backer
Board
PE Foam
Mount
Board
Print

Overmat

Overmat

Glazing

Glazing

Frame

Frame
Frame interior should be sized approximately 1/8 inch
greater in length and width than package components for
easier assembly and to give all assembled components
tolerance for expansion at increasing temperature and
relative humidity levels.

BORDERLESS
(Optional)

Framing points or strainer installed to
secure the assembly after backer board added.

(Foamcore or Coroplast®)

1/16 or 3/32 PE foam, oversized, trimmed to fit after
backer board and framing points or strainer are added.

2 or 4 ply. The mount board increases the moisture
buffering capacity of the framed print microclimate.
Borderless print matching the dimensions of the
backer board, mount board, overmat, and glazing.
Print is in direct contact with glazing - no frame spacers used.

Frame interior should be sized approximately1/8 inch
greater in length and width than package components for
easier assembly and to give all assembled components
tolerance for expansion at increasing temperature and
relative humidity levels.

FIGURE 1

WORKFLOW
This 22x33” image was printed on a 44” roll of Moab Entrada Natural 300 gsm paper using
an HP Z3200PS printer. The desired margins for the 29.5 x 40” final print size are delineated
by a 2 pixel stroke added in Adobe Photoshop.
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FIGURE 2
Excess margins are carefully trimmed off to leave the finished print with margins set exactly to fit
the chosen picture frame. A 1/4” thick glass table top provides an excellent non‑scratch cutting
surface for a standard utility knife. Utility blades are inexpensive and offer a simple way to trim large
prints. I change blades frequently to maintain optimal cut quality.
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Protective wrap from other side of the
acrylic sheet is removed. Both sides
are carefully cleaned with an acrylic
cleaner and microfiber cloth. A final
pass with a clean microfiber cloth
ensures the proper removal of the
FIGURE 3

cleaning residue. PE foam on the table
Acrylic glazing was

protects the acrylic from scratches and

chosen for this project.
An easy way to peel the

FIGURE 4

abrasion during this cleaning step.

protective wrap is to use
a cardboard tube
obtained from a finished
roll of media or
elsewhere.
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FIGURE 5

The Acrylic glazing is
carefully inserted into the
frame. Prior to this step, a
conservation grade frame
sealing tape was applied to
the wood. It isolates the
artwork from any long term

FIGURE 6
The overmat (8-ply museum

off-gassing byproducts of

conservation grade board was used for

the wood frame.

this project) is inserted into the frame on
top of the acrylic glazing with 45 degree
bevel correctly facing the glazing.
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Mount board (2-ply museum conservation
grade for this project) is laid on top of the
print. Next (see inset photo), gently tip the
frame up with bottom of print and frame
on the table to allow all components to
settle to a bottom corner, thus ensuring
perfect alignment of the image with the
overmat and acrylic glazing.
FIGURE 8
FIGURE 7

The print is gently
inserted with image
facing the glazing and
also oriented correctly to
the overmat reveal if it is
a visually weighted reveal
as was chosen for this
framing project.
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The backer board is gently inserted into
the frame, taking care not to tear the PE
foam, especially as the corners are
pressed into place. Bainbridge Artcare™
Foam 3/16”, an acid-free mounting
foamboard, was used for this project.
FIGURE 10
FIGURE 9
PE foam (1/16th inch
thickness) is gently
rolled out to cover the
frame. One can cut it
from the roll completely
at this step if it makes
step 10 easier.
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FIGURE 12

FIGURE 11
A few framing points are then
installed at corners (and in middle of
frame sides for larger size prints like
this one) to keep the components
secure enough for step 12.

A final inspection is recommended to check that the glazing
is free of dust and the image and mat board are aligned
before the last framing points are installed prior to step 13.
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FIGURE 13

FIGURE 14

After all framing points are installed, the

Conventional hardware for the wooden frame is

excess PE foam is cut away. It cuts like

added. A dust cover (not shown) could be used if

butter, so with care the cut can be made

desired for aesthetics but is not necessary because

without scoring any frame sealing tape

the PE foam forms an excellent dust seal as well as

previously installed in the frame rabbet.

providing moisture barrier properties.
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The finished
work entitled
“Life-size
Image of
Marigold
Ruth”
Photograph
taken by her
mother,
Tessie Pratt
22 x 33” image on
29.5 x 40” print size
8-ply overmat
Acrylite® acrylic glazing
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Mark McCormick-Goodhart

Work entitled: “Picking Horses for the Morning Ride”, 20 x 30“ borderless,
by Mark H. McCormick-Goodhart. Printed on a 44” Canon ipF8300 printer using
OEM Lucia EX ink set and Hahnemühle Photo Rag Pearl 320 gsm paper.
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“American Flamingoes at the Pittsburgh Zoo”, 27 x 40“ borderless, by Mark H. McCormick-Goodhart.
Donated to Berkshire County Arc, Center for Development, June, 2019. Printed on a 44” HP Z3200PS printer
using OEM Vivera with Chromata Red pigmented ink set and Moab Entrada Natural 300 gsm paper.
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“Founders Day Parade, 2007”
by Mark H. McCormick-Goodhart,
as it was being printed on a 44”
HP Z3200PS printer using OEM
Vivera with Chromata Red
pigmented ink set and Moab
Entrada Natural 300 gsm paper.
Note the 2 pixel stroke that
outlines where to trim for the final
wide margin adhesive‑free
mounting and framing.
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The finished 27 x 35.5” print was framed
under standard 1/10” thick Acrylite® acrylic
glazing using the Aardenburg adhesive‑free
framing method.
The overmat is an 8-ply museum grade
conservation mat board with a custom cut
3/4” beveled reveal on top and sides and 1”
weighted reveal at the bottom. The overmat,
gold frame, and the other packaging
components except for the 1/16” PE foam
were purchased from FrameDestination.com,
an online picture framing supplier in the USA.
The image at left shows the print as it
appears after more than four years of display.
Another identically framed print has been on
display for the same time at the Berkshire
County Arch Center for Development in Lee,
MA. Neither print shows any signs of visual or
physical changes in appearance.
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Jordan D Lewis

32x40” borderless print entitled “Yellow Tree” by Jordan D. Lewis, shown in home setting.
Adhesive-free method and materials as per above.
Printed with an HP Z3200PS, OEM Vivera ink set, and Moab Entrada Natural 300gsm paper.
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32x40”borderless print entitled “Our Land” by Jordan D. Lewis.
Adhesive-free (no dry mounting or frame spacers) with 1/16” PE
foam and Bainbridge Artcare™ Foam 3/16” backer board.
Glazing: TruVue Museum Glass®. Printed on a Canon iPF 8300
printer, OEM Lucia EX ink set, and Hahnemühle German Etching
310 gsm paper, (also, more recently on an HP Z3200PS printer).
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32x40” borderless print entitled “River Road Red” by Jordan D. Lewis. Adhesive‑free with 1/16” PE foam and
Bainbridge Artcare™ Foam 3/16” backer board. Glazing: TruVue Museum Glass®. Printed with a Canon iPF 8300
printer,OEM Lucia EX ink set, and Hahnemuhle Photo Rag® Ultra Smooth 305 gsm paper.
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Jordan D. Lewis is a photographer,
printmaker, digital media expert,
and longtime friend of mine.
Jordan also provides the web
design services for aardenburgimaging.com. I encouraged him to
utilize the Aardenburg borderless
adhesive-free framing method as a
good match to the painterly
appearance he was getting from
shooting on film and printing with
archival pigments on matte papers,
i.e., eliminating the overmat and
choosing more ornate wooden
frames similar to the way traditional
paintings are displayed.

Exhibit of work by Jordan D. Lewis at the Antoine Dutot Museum & Gallery,
June 2012. The borderless prints used the adhesive-free borderless construction.
The matted prints were conventionally t‑hinged, having been framed prior to the
development of the Aardenburg wide margin adhesive-free method.
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Dirk Hobman

Dirk Hobman is a
photographer,
printmaker, and
member of
Aardenburg imaging &
Archives. He contacted
me about some issues
he was having with dry
mounting his inkjet
media, and one thing
led to another…
Dirk has now switched
to the Aardenburg
adhesive‑free framing
approach, and he’s
even pushed the limits
of the method further
by successfully framing
prints with margins that
only fill out three or
even just two sides of
the picture frame.
For example, this print
was made on a 44 inch
Epson SureColor P8000 printer using the OEM HD ink set and Hahnemühle Photo Rag Baryta 315 gsm paper. The image was printed
with bottom and side margins correctly sized to the frame overmat, but the top margin fell short of the 48 inch height. The print is
aligned to the bottom and sides, and the short side is hidden under the top of the overmat.
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Work entitled “Abstract #2” by Dirk Hobman.
35.25 x 47” image in 48 x 60” frame - wide margin
adhesive-free in welded aluminum single piece
metal frame custom made by SmallCorp.com. The
glazing is Tru Vue Optium Museum Acrylic®. It has
an anti-reflection coating and is expensive but
worthwhile for minimizing front surface reflections,
preserving optical clarity, reducing weight, and
increasing shatter resistance compared to glass.
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Work entitled “Elephant” by Dirk
Hobman. 20 x 28” in 32 x 40”
frame. Wide margins for left and
right sides only yet not slipping
from the overmat window!
Adhesive-free. The glazing is
This print was made on a 24 inch Epson 7880 printer using
Quad Tone RIP (QTR) and Epson OEM K3 ink set. Note: QTR
allowed Dirk to achieve his desired monochromatic tone curve in
the print without any K3 yellow ink, thus eliminating the weakest link
in the lightfastness response of the K3 ink set. The print was made
using only the Pk, lk, llk, and a small amount of lc and vlm inks.

TruVue Museum Glass®. The print
is framed in welded aluminum.

The media is an early batch of Crane Museo Silver Rag paper. The
print size fell short at top and bottom, but there’s enough friction
from the overmat and the conservation mat board behind the print
to hold everything in place! I wouldn’t have guessed that two sides
would be enough to keep everything aligned, but as can be seen in
the photo at left, the print is holding precisely aligned to the
overmat reveal with no adhesives, corner mounts, or hinging.
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MATERIALS & PROPERTIES
My remarks in the materials and
properties section are intended as
general information on the materials
and their properties as related to the
adhesive-free framing method
described in this article. Many of the
topics and concepts covered in this
section could be well served by a
deeper discussion, but the objective
here is to take note and summarize,
placing emphasis on practical advice.

PE (polyethylene) Foam
PE foam is a low molecular weight blown polyethylene material
that is suitably inert from an archival materials perspective.
Note also, it is not placed directly in contact with the artwork.
It goes between the mount board and the backer board, and
these three components can easily be replaced in the future if
need be since the artwork is not bonded to them in any way. I
purchase PE foam from ULINE in the USA. It is a very common
packing material used for shipping products, hence, there are
undoubtedly numerous other sources where one should be
able to buy it and perhaps in smaller quantities. Uline offers it
only in bulk such that it is more to keep on hand than
necessary for do-it-yourself (DIY) framing activities, but one
finds many more practical uses for it over time! For example, it

is a great temporary interleaving material to protect delicate
inkjet prints and acrylic glazing surfaces from fine abrasions
and scuffing. PE foam comes in different roll widths, lengths,
and thicknesses. I use 1/16th inch thick PE foam in 36 inch
width. 3/32” is probably suitable as well. Thicker sheets may
work but would probably have to be cut and trimmed to the
interior size of the frame before the backer board is inserted
rather than trimmed away after the framing points are added.
A similar approach is useful when adapting the Aardenburg
adhesive‑free method to “Nielsen” type metal frames where
the artwork assembly is slid into the frame from an open side
rather than dropped in from above. My thanks to Dirk Hobman
for adapting the Aardenburg Adhesive-Free Picture Framing
technique to metal frames.
PE foam serves three important functions in the Aardenburg
adhesive‑free framing method. First, it is an effective, albeit
not perfect, moisture vapor barrier and thus helps to create a
more stable microclimate within the picture frame. Second, it
creates an effective dust barrier within the picture frame
assembly with or without the use of a dust cover. Third, it
cushions the artwork and mounting board components thus
helping to distribute the loads from any uneven pressure
points arising when the backer board is installed in the frame.

PE foam cut to size can be successfully inserted from the side when using
screw‑together metal frames, but it is more challenging than inserting it into
traditional wood or aluminum welded frames.
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Localized Pressure Points in a Picture
Frame Assembly
An ideal framing method eliminates pressure or pinning points
on the artwork. These localized areas of higher pressure can
impede the uniform expansion and contraction of the artwork
as the picture frame is subjected to changes in temperature
and humidity, eventually leading to cockling or warping of the
print over time under strong cyclical temperature and humidity
conditions. Traditional corner mounts and T‑hinging methods
inevitably add some nonuniform thicknesses in localized areas
and can therefore cause these unwanted pinning points in the
assembly. Adhesive mounting techniques like thermal dry
mounting or cold mounting of the artwork do offer a uniform
bonding method free of unwanted pressure points when
mounted cleanly because no localized thickness buildup of
materials takes place. They can also achieve outstanding
flatness with prints that would otherwise tend to show waviness
or curl (e.g. traditional fiber-based and RC photos). However,
adhesive mounting methods are generally regarded as a less
archival approach because they are difficult if not impossible to
undo. The bonded mount board becomes an integral part of
the artist’s finished work, thus dry mounting should only be
implemented by or with consent of the artist.
The Aardenburg adhesive‑free framing method eliminates the
pressure points issue associated with corner mounts, T-hinging,
etc., and unlike dry mounting and cold mounting methods, it
maintains full reversibility. The artwork can be removed and
separated from all other mounting and framing materials.

Choice of Media
One’s choice of media should be considered in relation to the
desired size of the finished print when using the Aardenburg
adhesive‑free framing method. Thicker fine art media can
retain much better lay‑flat characteristics at larger sizes than
thinner media. All the examples shown in this article were
achieved with either matte finish or luster/glossy fine art
papers in the 300-350 gsm range and with thicknesses equal to
or greater than 17 mil. Papers with excellent lay-flat
characteristics work better than media which tends to curl, but
print flattening and decurling procedures will help to prepare
curled prints for the adhesive-free framing method.
A modest amount of forward curl is OK when framing
borderless against the glazing or with an overmat. An overmat
will gently push the forward curl down against the mount
board, whereas reverse curl that bows the print in the direction
of the glazing tends to remain present even with the overmat
installed. Resin coated (RC) photo papers pose special lay‑flat
challenges because they tend to be less than 11 mil (.011”) in
thickness, and they tend to retain substantial core set
“memory” caused by their paper core being sandwiched
between polyethylene (PE) layers. They also tend to exhibit
more waviness as print size increases. It is therefore customary
for photographers and framers to dry mount or cold mount
larger RC print media in order to achieve the desired surface
flatness. That said, if care is taken to flatten RC media using a
D-roller along with extended times holding the paper in
position in the device, then the Aardenburg adhesive‑free
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method can be used with RC media, albeit at smaller print
sizes. For larger RC photo print sizes, cold mounting to a 2ply,4-ply, or 8 ply conservation mound board may be
necessary. Cold mounting RC media first and then following
the other steps described in this paper may still provide picture
framing productivity advantages, but choosing thicker media

RC media is a popular photo paper option for
photo printing because it provides
outstanding color reproduction on glossy,
luster, or satin surface at low cost. It’s also
more difficult to flatten without dry mounting,
Decurling RC papers supplied on rolls
typically requires extended times compared
to other non RC fine art media.

rather than thinner RC photo papers to begin with is preferable
unless the image appearance and surface characteristics of the
chosen RC photo media have strong personal appeal.

Avoid Dry Mount Tissues
I do not recommend heat activated adhesives (i.e., dry mount
tissues) for use with inkjet media because they often contain
phenol compounds which can lead to phenolic yellowing in
inkjet media. Phenolic yellowing occurs when various phenolic
compounds diffuse into the alkaline microporous coating layers
and then react with NOx in the air. The yellow-forming reaction
products require an alkaline environment in the coatings,
otherwise they remain colorless. This yellow discoloration is
very noticeable, but it can often be successfully reduced/
eliminated by light bleaching (e.g., placing the print for a few
hours in direct sunlight). Nevertheless, it is best to avoid the
phenolic yellowing situation altogether.
Phenolic yellowing is a well understood phenomenon in the
textile industry (the residual textile alkalinity in the yellowed
fabric being supplied by laundry detergents and the phenol
compounds usually off gassing from garment storage bags). In
contrast, phenolic yellowing is largely unknown in photo
conservation because traditional wet processed photo
materials are close to neutral pH. They don’t have enough
alkalinity in the image layer after processing to enable the
yellowing formation. Thus, the phenolic yellowing reaction is
not observed on traditional photographic papers even if they
are mounted with heat activated dry mount tissue. However,
higher alkalinity is present in many of today’s modern aqueous
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Example of phenolic yellowing: A fine art matte inkjet paper exposed to vapors from Butylated Hydroxytoluene (BHT) crystals
and low level NOX for a few weeks developed extreme phenolic yellowing. Light bleaching the left hand side of the yellowed
paper in our light fade units for 1-1.5 megalux hours (similar to several hours of direct sunlight exposure) significantly reduced the
yellow discoloration but not quite back to the original paper white color. Note: Macbeth color checker target for color reference.
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inkjet media. Over the years printmakers have reported
numerous instances of sudden yellowing of newly framed
inkjet prints on display, and media manufacturers have
responded to their inquiries by advising the customer to place
the affected print in sunlight for a few hours. Phenolic
yellowing has thus become a real world phenomenon with
modern prints and photographs due to the popularity of
aqueous inkjet printing, and it is often traceable to various
heat activated adhesives used during framing of the print.
Another source of phenolic compounds comes from antioxidants like butylated Hydroxytoluene (BHT) which are often
added to plastic garment bags and other plastic packaging
materials. Care should be taken to store inkjet media away
from plastic bags, sleeves, and adhesive tapes that aren’t
specifically recommended for use with archival photo
conservation practices.

Choice of Glazing
Any picture frame glazing can be used with the Aardenburg
adhesive‑free framing method. There are many glazing choices
to choose from. Indeed, a paper dedicated solely to the
subject of picture frame glazing options could be lengthy
because there are so many additional considerations involving
reflection control methods and optical clarity. Excellent
information on this subject is discussed by a colleague and
friend, Samuel Chia. It can be found here:
cacaoeditions.com/anti-reflection-picture-framing-glass

A basic yet fundamental glazing choice is between plastic and
glass. Plastics like poly(methyl methacrylate), often called
“acrylic” or “plexiglass” by framers, and polycarbonate are
much lighter in weight and far more resistant to physical
breakage. However, glass is significantly more abrasion and
scratch resistant. Both standard acrylic and regular photo glass
are much less expensive than their anti-reflection coated
counterparts. Standard acrylic glazing blocks significantly more
UV radiation than regular soda lime glass while still letting in
enough 370 nanometer UV radiation to allow any optical
brighteners used in many modern papers to fluoresce as
intended. Full UV blocking glazings like “museum” glass or
OP3 acrylic are problematic for prints whose bright white
appearance depends on fluorescence of OBAs, because
eliminating UV also eliminates the desired whitening affect. If
in doubt about the presence of OBAs when framing the print,
simply hold up the UV blocking glazing to the print under
natural daylight and look for unwanted yellow color shift,
especially in the highlights or white paper margins.
Many online picture frame providers won’t ship glass much
larger than about 28 by 30 inches. However, a lite of 32x40
picture framing glass can be purchased, so this seems to be a
reasonable cutoff point in picture size for the use of glass. 32 x
40 inches also seems to be a reasonable cutoff for the use of
3mm thick acrylic glazing. Thicker acrylic such as 4 to 6 mm
thickness should be specified for prints larger than 32 x 40
inches in order to maintain satisfactory rigidity and flatness of
the acrylic glazing in larger picture frames.

cacaoeditions.com/anti-reflection-picture-framing-glass-part-2
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On the Use of Spacers for
Borderless Prints
All of the borderless prints illustrated in this article were placed
in direct contact with the glazing, and the assembly schematic
for adhesive‑free borderless framing does not show any use of
spacers. Yet the conventional wisdom for archival framing
practices is that artwork, especially photographs, should never
be in direct contact with the glazing because it will eventually
get damaged by sticking to the glazing and/or ferrotyping (i.e.,
developing a differential gloss level at points of contact). This
recommendation is supported by extensive anecdotal
evidence that photographs can indeed be damaged by
sticking to picture glass. Thus, today’s conservation framing
guidelines typically call for the use of spacers to create a gap
between the artwork and the glazing when there is no overmat
to perform this function.
The question is whether damage from contact with the glazing
is inevitable over time if spacers aren’t used? Can other
mitigating factors be implemented? It turns out that the vast
majority of traditional photographs use gelatin as the image
binder layer, and gelatin has unique material properties which
are both a blessing and a curse. When immersed in water the
gelatin layers absorb the water and revert from a hard dry
coating to a gel state. This gel state allows the rapid ingress
and egress of the photographic processing chemistry, making
film and silver gelatin print processing possible. What is less
known about traditional photographic films and prints is that at
normal room temperatures (20-25˚C) photographic gelatin

coatings can enter the gel state at about 70-75% relative
humidity (RH). They don’t have to get wet, just damp. By
avoiding damp conditions within the picture frame, gelatin and
other common hygroscopic inkjet print coatings like polyvinyl
acetate and/or butyrate (PVA and PVB) as well as traditional
paper sizings like gelatin or wheat starch remain in a durable
non tacky state where damage from contact with the glazing
doesn’t occur (see the photo example on the page 37).
Moreover, even with spacers installed, damp conditions
promote warping and bowing of paper materials within the
picture frame such that some localized contact of the artwork
with the glazing may still occur. Spacers thus offer modest but
incomplete insurance against damage to the artwork when it is
exposed to cyclical or persistently high humidity environments.
Compared to spacers the PE foam used in the Aardenburg
adhesive‑free framing method serves as superior
environmental protection because it helps to buffer the
internal picture frame microclimate against large humidity
cycles, staving off the dampness unless it is persistent over
many days or weeks, at which point all works of art on paper
become highly vulnerable to physical and chemical
deterioration. Lastly, microporous/nanoporous particles used in
modern inkjet prints not only wick up water and other solvents
quickly, they also act as anti-blocking agents which makes
sticking to other surfaces like glazing materials much more
difficult. For these reasons, spacers are not a requirement for
the safe storage and display of modern inkjet media, but
proper control of long term storage and display environments
is indeed essential for long term survival of prints, drawings,
and photographs.
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11 x 14” Kodak Panalure
silver‑gelatin warm toned print of
Annmarie McCormick-Goodhart,
framed and on continuous display
in direct contact with glass for 45
years. The print is in perfect
condition and can easily be
removed from the frame if
desired. There is no sticking to the
glass or ferrotyping, i.e., gloss
differential on the print surface
caused by gel state reflow of the
gelatin layer in direct contact with
the glass.
The reason is simple: The gelatin
image binder has always been
kept below its glass transition
temperature (Tg ). Tg is the
temperature level where the hard
dry gelatin polymer reverts to a
rubbery gel state. Gelatin’s Tg
decreases with increasing
moisture content. By consistently
maintaining temperatures at or
below 25˚C and avoiding
prolonged humidity exposure at
or above 70% RH the print’s
physical safety has been assured.
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Safe Storage and Display
Environments

Microclimate de nition: the climate of a very small or
restricted area, especially when this differs from the climate of
the surrounding area.
Glazed picture frames hanging on the walls in our homes,
offices, and galleries are a great example of an indoor
microclimate. A key to avoiding warping, bowing, or cockling
of the artwork, mat board, and mount board over time is to
maintain relatively steady-state temperature and relative
humidity inside the frame and within the safe range as shown
in the graph at right. The temperature should not be altered
rapidly. Transferring a glazed picture frame abruptly from a
cold location to a warm location, for example, or allowing
sunlight to strike the print surface and rapidly raise the
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I published a paper in 1996 entitled "The Allowable
Temperature and Relative Humidity Range for the Safe Use
and Storage of Photographic Materials”. The
recommendations also hold true today for modern inkjet
media and other works of art on paper. The article can be
found on the Aardenburg website documents page. Chemical
and physical safety exists within a range of allowable
temperature and relative humidity summarized in the graph on
the right. These are steady-state environmental conditions
where any changes should occur relatively slowly in order to
give hygroscopic materials like wood, alpha cellulose and
cotton paper, gelatin, PVA and PVB, cellulose acetate, etc.,
time to adjust their moisture content slowly.
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equilibrate materials slowly when combining colder storage with
warmer display conditions, otherwise transient humidity
conditions outside the safe range can occur inside picture
frames and material storage boxes.
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This graph shows the equilibrium moisture content of
conservation mat board. Cellulosic materials like cotton or
wood pulp papers, image binder layers such as gelatin, PVA,
and PVB have type II isotherm properties. They follow a gentle
reverse S-shape curve as humidity in the surrounding air is
increased, and in enclosed spaces (e.g., a picture frame) the
corresponding moisture content serves to buffer any free air
space in the glazed picture frame against sudden changes in
humidity as long as the temperature is relatively stable.
However, when a large temperature gradient occurs the
moisture from the hygroscopic materials can be released then
reabsorbed into localized areas depending on the nature of the

temperature of the artwork while the glazing lags significantly
behind will disturb the equilibrium moisture content inside the
frame. This situation can lead to uneven expansion and
contraction of the artwork and the other material components
inside the frame. Where does the moisture normally reside
when the picture frame is at temperature equilibrium? A small
amount of water vapor is in the free air space created by an
overmat on the print, but most of the water is contained in the
paper products placed inside the frame including the artwork.
Much of this water is only loosely bound to these hygroscopic
materials and large temperature gradients will cause it to
migrate to other locations. The humidity coefficient of
expansion is approximately 10x greater than the temperature
coefficient of expansion for paper products. Hence,
temperature changes are usually not the direct cause of
physical damage to the print, but they induce moisture
migration, and it is the transient moisture migration that causes
the largest physical expansion and contraction of the artwork,
matting, mounting, and other hygroscopic materials inside the
framed artwork. As moisture migration happens uneven
expansion and contraction of the artwork can occur and this
eventually leads to bowing, warping, and/or cockling of the
print.
By their quasi-sealed nature, glazed picture frames create a
microclimate where the artwork resides. Picture frames have
large surface to volume ratios, and relatively low thermal mass.
How well they are sealed and the moisture buffering
capabilities of the material components play a significant role
in how well they protect the artwork from fluctuating room

temperature gradient.
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environments. As shown in the graph on page 39, conservation mat board holds a significant percentage by weight of water
that increases as the mat board comes to equilibrium with increasing humidity levels. At moderate RH and relatively steady
temperatures, this moisture content is a good thing. It buffers the internal picture frame environment against large humidity
swings in the surrounding room environment and thus stabilizes the physical dimensions of the artwork. The Aardenburg
adhesive‑free method improves the microclimate control by adding 2 or 4-ply conservation mat board behind the artwork and
installing the PE foam in between this mat board and the backer board. Coroplast or foam board are recommended as the
backer board material.

Conclusion
The Aardenburg adhesive‑free approach begins at the printmaking step, and relies on preplanning for what margins and final
dimensions are desired in the finished piece. Whereas professional framers most often deal with mounting, matting, and
aligning the artwork to the frame dimensions after the artwork has been made, photographers and printmakers have the
opportunity to tailor their final print dimensions such that they can then frame the work using a totally adhesive‑free
environment inside the picture frame. This approach saves time and adheres to conservation best practices by preserving the
full reversibility of the artwork from the mounting and framing steps. Adhesive tapes, cold mounting, or heat activated bonding
of the artwork to an additional carrier sheet or backing board are eliminated. The inclusion of the PE foam layer evens out the
physical pressure on the artwork, helps to seal out dust and dirt, and improves the moisture buffering performance of the
picture frame.
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